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.
Like the lumberjack storytellers of old, Lori was  

often referred to by her mother as the “Holly Herald”, the 
name of the newspaper of her first childhood home. Lori 
wove and twisted and painted many stories as a child to 

frighten her siblings and amaze her friends. 

She grew up in Clarkston, MI, on five acres of pines, gravel 
pit and ponds. This place was her playground and where she 
found stories buried in the muck and under neighbor’s trees.

Lori’s favorite childhood toys were an old printing press and 
a light table, where she practiced drawing and printing fake 
money. Later, her father gave her a mimeograph, an antique 
copy machine used by teachers long, long ago, to print her 

coloring books and drawings—but never real money.

ABOUT the
AUTHOR

“i brake for 
story!”

At age 5, I gave my Thumbellina doll a 
haircut. I knew I could never be a hairstylist.

Here I am bravely feeding a 
chickadee in below freezing temps.

Books I have written 
and illustrated. Chapter 
books, comics, and a 
picture book. I LOVE 
them  all!

As a kid I loved books,
drawing, and being outside.

* See BOOK 
reviews on 
BACK PAGE!
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My NOT so secret Story Formula! I treat each place 
as an archeological find. I record “field notes” by 
writing and drawing , cataloging the:  
 
 
 • flora/fauna (plants and animals)
 • land features (geology)
 • story (myth, legend, folklore, history,   
                and science of the area)

By taking field notes of a place, I get to know 
more about it. Field notes are gold! Unburied 
treasure! They are most valuable if they contain 
the following:

 • place name
 • date/season
 • time of day
 • weather

My tools are pencil or pen and paper, and camera. 
Pencil and paper are still the preferred tool of 
scientists today when drawing from observations 
in the field.

my writing 
and 

illustrating 
process:

Artist, author, and illustrator Lori Taylor was 
artist-in-residence for the Sleeping Bear Dunes 
National Lakeshore in 2007, where she created 

art based on her adventures wrassling bear 
cubs and tumbling down dunes.

Lori was selected artist-in-residence for the
Porcupine Mountains Wilderness State Park

in 2008, where she wandered the wild for two
weeks but did not see Bigfoot—yet later heard

tales of his vacationing visits there.

Today Lori lives in Bitely, MI, where she 
writes and illustrates and dodges bears and 

porcupines in the heart of the Manistee 
National Forest.

Me,  author/illustrator, Lori Taylor, with my 
granddaughter and best f  ishing pal.

I like to collect:
•	 Books
•	 Rocks
•	 Stones
•	 Bones
•	 Treasure
•	 Fossils
•	 STORIES!

www.loritaylorart.com

“DRAWING deepens understanding, helps to work 
through confusing information and makes knowledge 
public--where it can then be discussed and shared! so 
get OUT there and DRAW!”
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• How different would Holly’s story be if it had not taken place on an island?  RL.3.1, RL.3.9, RL.4.2

• Who are your favorite characters in the book? Describe and compare. RL.3.3 , RL.4.3

• Holly and her pals observe and take notes which are primary sources. The author took notes and drew sketches 
which were her primary sources to tell this story. How do these notes make the story better?

• In the book, the kids learn about the scientific method and draw a conclusion. Turn to the illustration of their 
conclusion they drew. What is it correct? Why? RL.3.7

HOLLY WILD: Bamboozled on Beaver Island (Bk. 1)
Written/Illustrated by Lori Taylor
Bear Track Press, 2011

Holly and friends travel to Beaver Island for Museum Week, 
where they must lend herps a helping hand and save the island 
from an unwanted theme park.

165 pgs. Ages 7-12
ISBN 978-1-4507-9194-6
8.5 x 5.5”/paperback

Book Discussion
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FACT or
fiction?

fiction!
• WRITE a fictional (made up) story about someone who lives on 

an island or is visiting an island for the first time.  

Describe how it looks, smells, sounds, and feels. Is it sandy with pine 
trees? Does it smell like (ewww) dead fish? Is it noisy with gulls  (who 
eat the dead fish)? Is it full of biting mosquitoes? GO!

fact!
The artists and islanders were not real people in the book. 

“When I visited Beaver Island I was intrigued with the town of St. James Bay, the habitat, and the people. I stayed 
for one week, and like most who visit the place, did not want to return home. Some say it is because of the island’s 
magical fairies—which may or may not be true.”

FACT:  The islanders are friendly folk.
FICTION:  The artists and islanders in the story were made up or fictional characters.

FACT:  There are many species of snakes on the island.
FICTION:  To this date there are no known fox snakes on the island. However, they exist on North Manitou island not 
far from there. The name “pine snake” fit the fun part of the story. I used “artistic license,” which means using my 
imagination.

HOLLY WILD books are realistic fiction. Some of the stories are from Lori 
Taylor’s wild imagination and others are true. The science and history in 
her books are ALWAYS true.

The author/illustrator, Lori Taylor, with her 
pet Kenny, the cornsnake—who appears 
in this book!

Critter tales

If you have a pet, DRAW its picture. If you don’t have one, 
DRAW an imaginary pet—which can be ten times cooler!) 
Now tell a story about that pet sneaking in to a place where 
it should NOT be!

Words from the author
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Herps or herpatons describes amphibians and 
reptiles—things that creep or crawl.

BAMBOOZLED!

A good word, a fun word, a tricky word. To be deceived or tricked.

• Remember a time when you or someone you know were 
bamboozled and write a short story about what happened. 
RL.3.4, RL.4.4

• DRAW and WRITE about some living thing (plant or animals) 
that could bamboozle someone. 

land ho! Draw an island

• Draw and write what things you would need to survive on it! How 
would you travel there? What one item would you take there?

Critter tales

The science of “gigantism” is 
real on Beaver Island. What do 
you think it might mean? RL.3.4

   •   DRAW and WRITE a story of 
        an animal that could be 
        bigger than normal.
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HOLLY WILD: Let Sleeping Bear Dunes Lie (Bk. 2)
Written/Illustrated by Lori Taylor
Bear Track Press, 2012

As Holly’s Team of Geo-Explorer Kids hit the beach at 
Sleeping Bear Dunes, they run into ghosts, a mystery at 
the lake, and weird aliens of the watery kind.

186 pgs. Ages 7-12
ISBN 978-0-615-65973-2
8.5 x 5.5”/paperback

Book Discussion

Holly and friends travel to the Sleeping Bear Dunes National 
Lakeshore. The park is situated along the coast of Lake 
Michigan. The kids learn about beach life (the good and the 
not so good) from local resident Bernie.

• If out-of-town people visited your home, how would you 
react if they tossed garbage out the window or played 
loud music? Why? RL.3.1, RL.4.3

• What kinds of fun places would you show a visitor to 
your town? What things are you proud of in your town?

• DRAW a map of your town and your 
home. Are there parks, ponds, rivers, or 
lakes? Where do you play? 
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FIELD  NOTES

MORE
Book Discussion

Holly has nightmares of the legendary Mother Bear who lies sleeping on the 
shores of Lake Michigan. She feels that it is a warning. Who do you think the 
warning is for? Stories are told for a reason. Sometimes legends and stories are 
warnings that keep people from doing something that may be harmful to them 
or their world. 

• Read the Native American Legend of the Sleeping Bear. Do you think legend is a 
warning? And for whom or what? DRAW the legend and color it. RL.3.2, RL.4.9

Bernie takes care of a small sturgeon everyday after school. Stumpy the sturgeon is 
not a pet, but a wild fish that will be released into the river. 

• How do you think Bernie felt when he released Stumpy into the wild? Compare that with how you might 
feel and explain. RL.3.1, RL.3.6

• Stumpy the sturgeon was born without a tail fin, what do you think his chances of survival are in the wild?
       RL.3-5.1

One version of the Sleeping Bear has a young girl saving 
her people. The village devouring Great Bear is chased by 
two chiefs from present-day Chicago to Empire where it 
waits to hunt them (they are the Manitou Islands). To keep 
the Great Bear from eating her people, a young girl sneaks 
the bear medicine whereupon it sleeps for all eternity.

Critter tales—bears, bears, & BEARS!

Water bears, or tardigrades, are cool, tiny critters.  They are 
about the size of a grain of salt and live in sand and damp moss. 
They can survive in most any condition, from outer space to 
dried mosses to frozen soil.

• DRAW and WRITE a story of the 
The Three Water Bears. RL3.4

Microbears live on South 
Manitou Island. They 
are really chipmunks 
but can be as pesky as a 
bear raiding a house or 
cooler!

• DRAW and WRITE 
a story of the The 
Three Micro Bears. 
RL3.4
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Book Discussion

HOLLY WILD: Packing for the Porkies! (Bk. 3)
Written/Illustrated by Lori Taylor
Bear Track Press, 2013

Once again Holly and the Team hit the trail, this time in the western 
U.P., where mountains of trouble are brewing. Talk of Bigfoot and 
Bunyan puts Holly in survivor mode.

196pgs. Ages 7-12
ISBN 978-0-615-87321-3
8.5 x 5.5”/paperback

Holly Wild’s Family Tree. Her great-great-great-Cousin 
Pauline Bunyan and Cousin Woody Timberlake

Holly learns about the forest and her 
family tree. Both have many branches.
Discuss Holly’s family members 
differences. RL.3.1 

Holly discovers that she got her freckles 
and red hair from the Wild side of the 
family, her big feet from Cousin Pauline 
Bunyan, and thrill of exploration from 
her great Aunt Daisy Crockett Wild.

Find out where your family came from. 

• What talents or loves did you inherit 
from family around you?

• Do you know what foods they ate? 
What language they spoke? Make a 
recipe, learn some new words.
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MEET the BIGGES

I needed BIG characters--BIG people to fill the BIG boots of 
Pauline’s family. These guys fit the bill. The real, true Bigge’s 
did own a store but they did NOT raise a child named Pauline!

fact!
The Bigge brothers, Gus and George were real people and 
intrigued me. When everyone else left Nonesuch, they stayed 
on and kept things rolling. They were the strong, silent type 
and did odd jobs. True to their name, they were BIG Bigge’s.

fiction!
• WRITE a fictional (made up) long time ago story about 

someone in your family. DRAW a map of where they might 
have lived. How did they travel, what grew around them, 
what was the land like?

My favorite kid stop in Michigan’s upper peninsula, to see Paul 
Bunyan and Babe his blue ox. Go visit it, then climb Castle Rock!

Paul Bunyan was a legend in the Great 
Lakes region. FACT: There lived a big man, 
a big lumberjack--but there also lived big-
ger stories.

• TRACE a classmate on a BIG sheet of 
paper and have them do the same 
for you. Now decorate and dress your 
drawing up to be a BIG legend. 

• Add a cool BIG pet and COLOR them 
an unusual color.

• WRITE a TALL tale of where you lived 
and about your accomplishments.

FACT or
fiction?
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Plants and animal species are varied in different areas of the state. The terrain of the Porkies may be different from 
your school and home. Hike around your school, get to know what lives and grows there.

• Compare the differences in Porkies flora (plants, flowers, trees) with your school. DRAW and COLOR them. Note 
the season (date) of what you found. Are there flowers, fruits, or seeds? RL.4.3

• Compare your fauna (animal life) with the Porkies. Go on an Animal Scavenger Hunt or Bio-Blitz at your school. 
A Bio-Blitz has teams of people looking for different things. One team may search for life high in the trees while 
others look for life on the forest floor. Catalog your finds of birds, mammals, reptiles and amphibians, and insects. 
DRAW a map of where you made your investigation and your finds. RL.4.3

• What used to be in the place where your school is now? What is the land’s history? Are there people around that 
can tell those stories? Write them down before those stories are lost. RL.3.1

Artist-in-Residence

Be an artist-in-residence on your next vacation or in your own back-
yard. 

• FIRST what captures your attention in your special spot?
• Sit there a while and listen, look, smell, and touch.
• Now try painting with crayon or oil pastel on cardboard or heavy 

paper (Misty used oil pastels and oil paint straight out of the tube on heavy paper). 

For further inspiration, check out the awesome early 20th century work of 
Canadian artists, the Group of Seven’s, Tom Thomson and Emily Carr. Both 
Emily and Tom loved the trees, wild places, and parks of Canada. See how 
they saw nature and try copying their style of making nature into simple, 
playful shapes and brilliant colors! 

Artists are important for everyone, especially when it comes to telling 
nature’s story. They are our eyes and ears that help us learn to care about 
the earth! Hug an artist today!

Know your school!

* ”Plant blindness” is a growing problem—no pun intended! Most people 
have no clue as to what plants grow outside their door. Learning about 
and drawing local plants will help combat this concern!

•  CREATE a postcard    
    for your school or 
    hometown.
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HOLLY WILD: Questpedition for da Yooper Stone (Bk. 4)
Written/Illustrated by Lori Taylor
Bear Track Press, 2015

As the Team heads home they find themselves trekking 
across the eastern U.P. in search of a legendary stone 
that will change Holly’s middle school fate.

177pgs. Ages 7-12
ISBN 978-0-692-36414-7
8.5 x 5.5”/paperback

FACT or
fiction?

Talking heads!

FACT:  In 1820, Henry Schoolcraft went on a journey around Michigan to find a lucky Yooper stone, the famed 
copper boulder, and to record what he found along the way. There were many different people with him on his 
trip, including Native American Indians of the Great Lakes, French voyageurs, and soldiers. 

• FICTION:  Imagine what the conversation might be while traveling by birchbark canoe over rough, cold, deep 
waters. FILL in the talk bubbles. WRITE your daily log entry. RL.3.7

• Where would you like to travel? DRAW your mode of transportation and fellow travelers. What will you take?
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Book Discussion

Holly and her team are returning home.  
The summer voyage across Michigan has 
been long, yet exciting. She has learned so 
much about Michigan and other cultures and 
doesn’t want the journey to end.

• How much do you know about Michigan’s 
Native Americans? What foods did they eat? How did they hunt? What did they live in? Now find out 
the facts and see how close your answers are. 

• Henry Schoolcraft was a geologist, but he was also interested in the people he met as he traveled. He 
listened to the stories of the Ojibwe and recorded them so others could hear them. Henry Wadsworth 
Longfellow used Schoolcraft’s information as inspiration and changed the hero’s name to write his 
famous poem, The Song of Hiawatha. Then Lori Taylor changed these tales 
to retell the poem! Should stories be changed and retold to fit the times? 
Why or why not? RL.3.6, RL.4.6, RL.4.9

• Is it important to learn about other people and their culture, their ways, 
music, food, and home life? Why is it important? RL.3.1, RL.3.2

• Can language and stories be lost if they aren’t spoken or told? RL.3.1

• What can you do so stories aren’t forgotten?
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Dear _____________________________

I have learned that books and stories are important. Here is my story. Pass it on! 

My home is in __________________ by a ___________________. I have a cool 
_______________ growing near my home. My favorite foods are ___________and 
____________________. My favorite song is ________________________________
and my favorite book is  ____________________________________.
I am good at sports like ________________________ and I know how to 
_______________________ really well. My likes are __________________________ 
and  _____________________. My one dislike is ____________________________. 
A thing I like to do outdoors is _______________________________ and __________
______________________.  The coolest animal I know is the ___________________
_____________. My favorite place in the whole world is _______________________. 
I would like to be a _______________________________________ when I get older.
Here is a picture of me on my best day.
Sincerely,
______________________ 

A drawing of me on my most bestest, happiest day with stuff I like.

• FILL out the letter and share it with classmates, friends, or 
family. Then talk about what they like and want.
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Cut out Holly Wild and put her together. Take her outside with your class and have them pose with her. Send the 
picture to lori@loritaylorart.com or share on Facebook, Twitter, or Instagram and win books for your school.
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Hear ye! Hear ye! READ all about it!  News & BOOK REVIEWS!

“Lori Taylor’s comically illustrated books, spattered with facts and fun activities, sow an early love for nature and all its mystery 
and wonder. These books inspire creativity and will help cultivate the
scientists of tomorrow!”
Lisa Rivard, Ph.D., Language Arts Consultant, 
Macomb Intermediate School District, MRA President

“Lori Taylor’s presentation was riveting for children and adults alike. Her stories about her adventures at Michigan State Parks 
grabbed the attention of children who have never visited a State Park, and her visuals completely captivated even the most 
restless children in the room. She will be getting an repeat invitation!”
Bobbie Bryant, Match Specialist
Big Brothers, Big Sisters Jackson, Jackson, MI
 
“The personal contact with you and your enthusiasm will have a great impact in 
promoting the love of reading (and drawing, science, adventure, Michigan, etc.) for 
children.”
Deborah E. Becraft, Principal
Eagle Lake, Edwardsburg, MI

“My fourth graders loved the book. After I read one chapter they wanted more!”
North Branch Elementary, North Branch, MI
 
“We’re doing a whole nature thing as we read the book. We have a field trip planned 
to visit a wild-land conservancy in a couple of weeks and the kids are more excited 
now that they have been going on “adventures” with Holly.”
D. Harden, 3rd Grade Teacher,
Valley View Elementary School, Nuevo, CA

HOLLY WILD Book Series selected as a 
2015 Great Lakes, Great Reads!

(by Historical Society of Michigan/MLive)

Story Walk 2016, Otsego District Library, Gaylord, 
MI features Lori Taylor’s, The Young GeEK’s Guide 

To Getting Outside!, picture book.

For more cool words:  http://loritaylorart.com/schools/


